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Thank you very much for choosing our products. In order to better use the product, it is recommended 

that you read the instructions carefully before using the product. 

1 Introduction 

MFE600H Series Energy Electromagnetic Flowmeter is designed and manufactured with the most 

advanced domestic and abroad technology, featuring high accuracy, reliability, good stability and long 

service life. We pay our attention to every detail in the process of the product structure design, material 

selection, manufacturing, assembly and factory testing etc. With a water tower up to 37m as pressure 

stabilizer for actual flow calibration, we have a professional production line for electromagnetic 

flowmeter, also we design and develop a series of software and hardware for energy electromagnetic 

flowmeter for mass production to ensure high quality in long term use. 

It can be widely used in heating, air-conditioning and other heat measurement in civil residential districts, 

office buildings and enterprises and institutions. 

2 Specifications 

                                                       Table 1 

 

Diameter Flange type DN25～DN400 

level of accuracy level 2 

Electrode type Standard fixed electrode, antifouling electrode 

Structure type Integrated type, separated type (cable length of separated type≤100m) 

Electrode material 316L, Ti, HB/HC, Ta, WC, Pt 

Lining material Neoprene（CR）、 Polytetrafluoroethylene（PTFE）、F46 

Measured pipe Stainless steel 

Nominal pressure 0.6MPa、1.0MPa、1.6MPa、2.5MPa、4.0MPa 

flange/body flange Carbon steel (standard), stainless steel (optional) 

converter housing Aluminum die-casting 

Power supply 
100 V AC～240V AC 

12V DC、24V DC 

Output signal 

4mA~20mA DC (load resistance 0Ω~750Ω, active output) 

Frequency, pulse output (Passive, active output optional) 

Upper and lower limit alarm output (rated value 30V DC, 100mA) 

RS485(Modbus protocol), RS232 

Profibus-DP、Profibus-PA 

Electrical connection M20×1.5 

IP protection IP65 

Display function English 

Display Data 
Instantaneous heat, instantaneous flow, accumulated heat, 

accumulated flow, flow rate 

Maximum flow reading (m³) 99999999999 

Maximum heat quantity reading （MWH） 99999999999 

Heat flow unit MJ/h、GJ/h、kWh/h、MW/h 

Temperature Sensor PT1000 

Installation method Plug-in installation 

Temperature measurement range -50℃～200℃ 

https://www.baidu.com/link?url=c8_NFA2Cq4_GhzxaNkJWHY9Ia2iJjsL6hFNCRoXMXgc6LmL887-R3FC1W8lUX9JtoyZKg4kOL6jsAJyXszfPA75Hmyu-d8DvjSXfF4OfQQHWB1juLRSu3UQVx4wzuUld&wd=&eqid=b7668731000978fb000000066179f9f8
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3 Electrical Connection 

The MFE600H energy electromagnetic flowmeter converter can be divided into integrated converter and 

separated converter, and the wiring diagram is shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. 

When wiring, please note: 

a)  RS485 communication cable needs to use two-core twisted pair shielded wire; 

b) The same cable shall not be used for the power line and 4mA~20mA DC signal line. Two cables 

shall be connected separately. 

3.1 Integrated wiring  
 

 

Figure 1 Integrated wiring diagram 

When connecting the power cable, pay attention to select the appropriate voltage level wiring. For 

different voltage levels, select 220V AC or 24V DC wiring to avoid power wiring faults. 

When wiring, select the corresponding power terminal to connect to the power line according to the 

product specifications, and then connect to the signal line according to the required output signal. See 

Table 2 for the specific meaning of the integrated electromagnetic flowmeter wiring terminals. 

Table 2 
Terminal Symbol Function 

1 T-/B RS485/RS232 communication output 

2 RS232 GND RS232 grounding wire 

3 T+/A RS485/RS232 communication input 

4 IOUT 4mA~20mA DC output; 

5 POUT Pulse/frequency output 

6 COM Pulse/frequency output grounding wire 

7 TRH1 

Inlet thermal resistance 8 TRH2 

9 TRH3 

10 TRL1 

Outlet thermal resistance 11 TRL2 

12 TRL3 

13 S1 Electrode wire 

14 S0 Signal grounding wire 

15 S2 Electrode wire 

16 ＋24V 

24V DC (12V DC) power supply access 
17 －24V 
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18 PE Power grounding wire 

19 220V 

220V AC power supply access 

20 220V 

21 EX1 
Exciting current 

22 EX2 

 

3.2 Separated wiring 
 

 

               
 

Figure 2 Separated wiring diagram 

When connecting the power cable, pay attention to select the appropriate voltage level wiring. For 

different voltage levels, select 220V AC or 24V DC wiring to avoid power wiring faults. 

When wiring, select the corresponding power terminal to connect to the power line according to the 

product specifications, and then connect to the signal line according to the required output form. See 

Table 3 for the specific meaning of the integrated electromagnetic flowmeter wiring terminals. 

Table 3 Terminal definition of separated type 

Terminal Symbol Function 

1 T＋/A RS485/RS232 communication output 

RS232 grounding wire 

RS485/RS232 communication input 

2 RS232 GND 

3 T－/B 

4 I mA 4mA~20mA DC output; Active output If passive 

output Then pull out the 

shorting piece 
5 ICOM Current output grounding wire 

6 P＋ 2-way flow pulse output/frequency output 

7 PCOM Pulse output grounding wire 

8 TRH1 

Inlet thermal resistance 9 TRH2 

10 TRH3 

11 TRL1 

Outlet thermal resistance 12 TRL2 

13 TRL3 

14 EX1 
Exciting current 

15 EX2 

Shielding network DS1  

16 SIG1 Electrode wire 
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17 SGND Signal grounding wire 

18 SIG2 Electrode wire 

Shielding network DS2  

19 220V 
220V AC power supply access 

20 220V 

21 PE  

22 24V 
24V DC power supply access 

23 24V 

4 Start up 

4.1 Switch on 

Before turning on the power, please check that the system has been properly installed as required, 

including: 

a) The instrument shall be mechanically safe and shall be installed in accordance with regulations; 

b) The power supply shall be connected according to regulations; 

c) The electrical connection wire of the cavity shall be protected, and the cap shall be tightened; 

d) Please check whether the running data of the power supply is correct. 

4.2 Converter start-up 

The measuring instrument is composed of a sensor and a converter and is ready for immediate use 

when it is supplied. All operating data is factory set according to your order, please refer to the provided 

inspection report for details. 

After turning on the power, the flowmeter performs a self-check first. After the self-check, the flow meter 

directly starts flow measurement and displays the current measured value. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Main interface of flow meter 

The detailed information of the flowmeter interface status after startup is shown in Table 4. 

Table 4 

Display Description Reuse content 

① Real-time flow value and unit Null 

② 
Inlet and outlet temperature 

values 

The display can be switched through the down key: flow 

percentage, resistance value, temperature difference, flow rate 

③ Alarm mark System alarm, you can check the alarm content by up key 

④ Accumulated of heat quantity 
Accumulated heat, accumulated flow, and view specific alarm 

content through the up key 

 

④ 

③ 

 
①  

② 

https://www.baidu.com/link?url=c8_NFA2Cq4_GhzxaNkJWHY9Ia2iJjsL6hFNCRoXMXgc6LmL887-R3FC1W8lUX9JtoyZKg4kOL6jsAJyXszfPA75Hmyu-d8DvjSXfF4OfQQHWB1juLRSu3UQVx4wzuUld&wd=&eqid=b7668731000978fb000000066179f9f8
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The "bell" sign at the upper right of the meter is an alarm sign. You can view the alarm message by the 

key. The possible causes for the alarm are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5 

Item  Alarm content Possible causes 

1 
Excitation 

impassability 

The excitation part is not working normally. The excitation line may be 

loose or misconnected 

2 Empty pipe 
The fluid is not filled with pipe; the media conductivity is less than 5us; 

the electrode is misconnected 

3  Electrode  
The fluid is not filled with pipe; the media conductivity is less than 5us; 

the electrode is misconnected 

4 Upper flow limit 
The real-time flow value is higher than the set upper limit of alarm 

value 

5 Lower flow limit The real-time flow value is lower than the set lower limit of alarm value 

 

5 Operation 

5.1 Key instruction 

The electromagnetic flowmeter display and operation interface are shown in Figure 4. There is a key on 

the left side of the screen and 4 keys on the bottom side of the display screen. 

 

Figure 4 Operation interface 

The meaning of the keys and operation methods are shown in Table 6. The composite key needs to 

press two keys at the same time. If there is no key operation within 10 minutes, it will automatically 

return to the main screen. This version does not provide touch keys or infrared remote-control keys. If 

you need to set up, you must open the front cover. 

 

 

 

Table 6 
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Key Sign  Function  

Shift 

 
1. Use in combination with the confirm key to enter the  

password interface; 

2. Cursor movement during password input 

Down   Number minus 1 or page down 

Up   Number plus 1 or page up 

Enter  Enter or exit 

Function  Enter key for report, data reset and other functions 

 

5.2 Key operation 

The meter can enter the menu setting interface by simultaneously pressing the "shift" and "enter". 

Customers can choose the corresponding password to enter the menu for operation according to 

different needs. The meter password has two levels: level 1 password is 09454 and the level 2 password 

is 19818. The authority of level 1 password is different from that of level 2 password. Level 2 password 

has higher authority and more parameters can be changed. If customers need to modify level 1 or 2 

password, it can be done in the secondary menu password modification item. 

Note: If you modify level 1 or level 2 password, please remember the modified password! 

6 Parameter setting and method 

6.1 Report query 

In the main interface state (Figure 4), press       (Function key) to enter the report query interface 

(Figure 5), and then select the corresponding function to view the data according to actual needs.  

 

Figure 5 Report query interface 

Users can query 4 types of reports: daily, monthly, annual, and power outage reports. The meter can 

save up to 90 daily reports, 36 monthly reports, 3 annual reports and 20 power outage reports. 

6.2 Parameters setting 

In the main interface state (Figure 4), press      +      ("shift" + "enter”) to enter the password input 

interface (Figure 6). The user enters the corresponding password by entering passwords. The menu 

sets the parameters related to the use of the flowmeter. 

Special tips: Please operate carefully when setting, so as to avoid the failure of the flowmeter due to the 

Day Report 

Month Report 

Year Report 

Power Report 
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parameter setting!. 

 

 

 

 

                       Figure 6 Password input interface 

6.3 Password menu 

Users enter the menu through password "19818” and can set the parameters in the menu. The specific 

parameter information and data type are shown in Table 7.  

Table 7 

Items Functions Setting/Instructions Parameter Range 

1 Language 

 

English 

2 

Communication 

address 

                  

Range:0~255 

3 

Communication 

rate 

 

Rate:1200,2400,4800,9600,14400 

Check: no check, odd parity Check, even parity 

check 

4 Pipe Diameter 

 

3, 6, 8, 10, 15, 20, 25, 32, 40, 50...3000  

5 Range setting 

 

m³/h, L/s, L/m, L/h, Ukg/s, Ukg/m, Ukg/h, Usg/s, 

Usg/m, Usg/h, T/s, T/m, T/h, kg/s, kg/m, kg/h, m³

/s, m³/m 

Flow Range Max 

200.0000 m3/h 

Pipe Diameter 

100 

COM Baud Rate 

9600   N 

COM Address 

001 k 

Language 

English 

Pass Word Input 

00000 
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6 Damping time 

 

0.5s, 0.8s, 1.0s, 2s, 3s, 4s, 5s, 6s, 8s, 10s, 20s, 

30s, 50s, 100s 

7 

Zero velocity 

correction 

 

 

8 

Small signal 

excision 

 

Data type: integer 

Range:0~100% 

9 Remove display 

 

Yes, NO 

10 Flow direction 

 

Positive, reverse 

11 

Reverse 

measurement 

 

Yes, No 

12 

Flow integration 

unit 

 

1m³, 0.1m³, 0.01m³, 0.001m³, 1L, 0.1L, 0.01L, 

0.001L, 1t, 0.1t, 0.01t, 0.001t, 1kg, 0.1kg, 0.01kg, 

0.001kg, 1gal, 0.1gal, 0.01gal, 0.001gal, 1ig, 0.1ig, 

0.01ig, 0.001ig 

13 

Pulse output 

method 

 

Frequency output, pulse output 

Pulse Output Mode 

Frequency 

Unit Totalizer 

0.001 m³  

Flow Direction 

Forward 

Flow Direction 

Forward 

Low Cutoff Mode 

Disable 

Low Flow Cutoff 

0.50  % 

Zero Correct Set 

V= +0.000m/s 

Zero=+0.000m/s 

 

 

Damp Time Set 

1 S 
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14 

Frequency 

output range 

 

1～5000 

15 

Sensor 

coefficient value 

 

Factory set, unchangeable 

16 

Calibration 

coefficient 

 

Factory set, unchangeable 

17 

Additional 

coefficient 

 

Factory set, unchangeable 

18 

Converter 

coefficient 

 

Factory set, unchangeable 

19 

Converter code 

value 

 

Factory set, unchangeable 

20 

Empty pipe 

alarm 

 

Yes, No 

21 

Empty pipe 

alarm threshold 

value 

 

Factory set, unchangeable 

Empty Threshold 

100.0  KΩ 

DetectEmpty Pipe 

Enable 

Converter SN. 

000018120162 

Converter Factor 

1.0136 

Additional Factor 

1.0000 

Calibrated Scale 

1.0000 

Sensor Factor 

1.0000 

Frequency Range 

1000  HZ 
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22 Upper limit alarm 

 

Enable, Disable 

23 

Upper limit alarm 

value 

 

Full scale percentage setting 

24 Lower limit alarm 

 

Yes, No 

25 Lower limit alarm 

 

Full scale percentage setting 

26 

Electrode alarm 

threshold 

 

0-999.9 adjustable 

27 

Resistance 

coefficient 

 

 

28 

Current zero 

point correction 

 

Factory set, unchangeable 

29 

Current full-scale 

correction 

 

Factory set, unchangeable 
Current Full Adj . 

0.9960 

Current Zero Adj . 

0.9917 

Res.Coefficient 

20.000 

 

Pole Threshold 

100.0  KΩ 

 

Lower Threshold 

20.00  % 

 

Lower Limit Alarm 

Disable 

 

Upper Threshold 

80.00  % 

UpperLimit Alarm 

Disable 
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30 

Excitation 

method 

 

4 types: 50 Hz,25 Hz,12.5 Hz,6.25 Hz 

31 

Positive total 

preset 

 

adjustable 

32 

Reverse total 

preset 

 

 adjustable 

33 

Non-linear 

correction 

 

 

34 

Non-linear 

correction point 

1 

 

 

35 

Non-linear 

correction point 

2 

 

 

36 

Non-linear 

correction point 

3 

 

 

37 

Non-linear 

correction point 

4 

 

 

NonlineCorrenct4 

V= 1.2000m/s 

K= 1.0000 
 

NonlineCorrenct3 

V= 0.9000m/s 

K= 1.0000 

 

NonlineCorrenct2 

V= 0.6000m/s 

K= 1.0000 

 

NonlineCorrenct1 

V= 0.3000m/s 

K= 1.0000 

 

NolineCorrenction 

Disable 

 

Set Totalizer R. 

000000000000007 

698305.887683732 

L 
 

Set Totalizer F. 

000000000000007 

698305.887683732 

L 

Excite Mode 

Mode  4 
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38 

Non-linear 

correction point 

5 

 

 

39 

Acquisition 

buffer depth 

 

0~199 adjustable 

40 

Excitation 

current test 

 

Yes, No 

41 Current output 

 

0mA～10mA,  4mA～20mA 

42 Output test 

 

20mA/2000Hz,  10mA/1000Hz,  4.16mA/20Hz, 

4mA/1Hz 

43 

Density of 

measured fluid 

 

As customers’ request 

44 

Change rate limit 

value 

 

0~100% adjustable 

45 Insensitive time 

 

0~99S adjustable 

Slope Limit Time 

10  s 

Slope Limit 

30.0  % 

Liquid Density 

1.000  t/m³  

Output Test 

Disable 

 

Current Mode 

4-20mA 

Excite Test 

Disable 

Buffer Size 

004 

NonlineCorrenct5 

V= 1.5000m/s 

K= 1.0000 
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46 

Level 1 

password 

modification 

 

adjustable 

47 

Level2 password 

modification 

 

adjustable 

48 

Level3 password 

modification 

 

adjustable 

49 

Level4 password 

modification 

 

adjustable 

50 Date-YY/MM/DD 

 

adjustable 

51 Time-HH/MM/SS 

 

adjustable 

52 

System running 

time 

 

 

53 System time 

 

adjustable 

System Time 

2021/03/08 

11:57:54 

System Run Time 

1 Day 13 Hour 

34 Min 43 Sec 

Hour-Min.-Sec. 

1 1 / 5 7 / 4 9 

 

Year-Month-Day 

2 1 / 0 3 / 0 8 

Password Level4 

00000 
 

Password Level3 

00000 
 

Password Level2 

00000 

 

Password Level1 

00000 
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54 

LCD screen 

brightness 

 

1~5 adjustable 

 

55 

Measurement 

mode 

 

heat cool 

56 Calibration mode 

 

Enable, Disable 

57 Emulate mode 

 

Enable, Disable 

58 Work pressure 

 

0.6MPa  1.6MPa 

59 

Heat 

accumulation 

unit 
 

0.0001MJ/0.001MJ/0.01MJ/0.1MJ/1MJ 

0.0001GJ/0.001GJ/0.01GJ/0.1GJ/1GJ 

0.0001KWh/0.001KWh/0.01KWh/0.1KWh/1KWh 

0.0001MWh/0.001MWh/0.01MWh/0.1MWh/1MWh 

60 

Cool 

accumulation               

unit 
 

 0.0001MJ/0.001MJ/0.01MJ/0.1MJ/1MJ 

0.0001GJ/0.001GJ/0.01GJ/0.1GJ/1GJ 

0.0001KWh/0.001KWh/0.01KWh/0.1KWh/1KWh 

0.0001MWh/0.001MWh/0.01MWh/0.1MWh/1MWh 

61 

Heat range 

setting 

 

 

Heat Range Max 

100.0000  MJ/h 

Unit Acc. Cool 

1MJ 

 

Unit Acc. Heat 

1MJ 

Press Mode 

0.6 MPa 

Emulate Mode   

Disable 

Calibration mode 

Disable 

Measure Mode 

heat 

LCD Brightness 
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62 

Cool range 

setting 

 

 

63 
Pulse output 

type 

 

adjustable 

64 
Current output 

parameters 

 

Cool, Heat, Flux 

65 Pulse coefficient 

 

 

66 

Initial 

measurement 

temperature 

difference 
 

 

67 

Cut off the 

difference 

between cold 

and heat 
 

Enable, Disable 

68 

Heat meter initial 

measurement 

temperature 

 

 

69 

Cold meter initial 

measurement 

temperature 

 

 

Cold Start T. 

0.0000℃ 

 

Heat Start T. 

0.0000℃ 

Low H.C. Cutoff 

Disable 

 

Low H.C. Cutoff 

0.0500℃ 

Pulse Factor 

100.00 

 Current Type 

Cool 

 Pulse output 

Heat  MJ 

Cool Range Max 

100.0000  MJ/h 
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70 
Accumulated 

heat total preset 

 

 

71 
Accumulated 

cold total preset 

 

 

72 
Inlet temperature 

Emulate 

 

 

73 

Outlet 

temperature 

Emulate 

 

 

74 Flow Emulate 

 

 

75 
Temperature 

input Emulate 

 

PT1000, PT100 

76 
Input PT1000 

calibration 1 

 

Access standard resistance 1, automatic correction 

77 
Input PT1000 

calibration 2 

 

Access standard resistance 2, automatic correction 

In Pt1000 Check 2 

Input: R=1.5kΩ 

Measure:1498.0Ω 

 

 

In Pt1000 Check 1 

Input: R=1kΩ 

Measure:1000.6Ω 

 

 

Temp. Input Mode 

Pt1000 

Flux Emu Set 

100.00 m/s 

Out Temp. Emu Set 

18.000 ℃ 

 

In Temp. Emu Set 

20.000 ℃ 

Set Totalizer C. 

00000000000 J 

 

Set Totalizer H. 

00000000000 J 
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78 
Output PT1000 

calibration 1 

 

Access standard resistance 1, automatic correction 

79 
Output PT1000 

calibration 2 

 

Access standard resistance 2, automatic correction 

80 
Flowmeter 

location 

 

Entrance / Exit 

 

Partial electromagnetic energy meter menu 

Items Measurement parameters Setting Parameter Range 
Passwor

d level 

1 Instrument working  Choose 

Heat working mode, 

Cooling working mode, 

Heat cool working mode 

 

2 Heat flow unit Choose GJ/h, MJ/h, KWh/h, MWh/h  

3 Cooling flow unit Choose 
GJ/h, MJ/h, KWh/h, 

MWh/h 
 

4 
Temperature difference 

signal removal 
Setting   

5 Total heat unit Choose 

0.0001MJ, 0.001M, 0.010MJ, 

0.100MJ,1.000MJ, .0001GJ, 

0.001GJ, 0.010GJ, 0.100GJ, 

1.000GJ,0.0001KWh, 

0.001KWh,0.010KWh, 

0.100KWh,1.000KWh, 

0.0001MWh,0.001MWh, 

0.010MWh,0.100MWh, 1.000MWh 

 

6 Total cooling unit Choose 

0.0001MJ, 0.001MJ, 0.010MJ, 

0.100MJ, 1.000MJ, 0.0001GJ, 

0.001GJ, 0.010GJ, 0.100GJ, 

1.000GJ,0.0001KWh, 

0.001KWh,0.010KWh, 

0.100KWh,1.000KWh, 

0.0001MWh,0.001MWh, 

0.010MWh,0.100MWh, 1.000MWh 

 

Out Pt1000 Check 2 

Input: R=1.5kΩ 

Measure:1467.3Ω 

 

 

Out Pt1000 Check 1 

Input: R=1kΩ 

Measure:989.92Ω 

 

 

EMF Position 

Entrance 
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7 Current output Choose 
Flow output、Heat output 

Cooling output、Cold and heat output 
 

8 Heat range setting Setting   

9 Cooling range setting Setting   

10 Pulse output method Choose 

Flow frequency output Hz, Flow pulse 

L, Flow pulse m³Heat pulse MJ, Heat 

pulse GJ, Heat pulse KWh, Cooling 

output MWh, Cooling pulse MJ, 

Cooling pulse GJ, Cooling pulse KWh, 

Cold and heat output MWh, Heat and 

cooling pulse MJ, Heat and cooling 

pulse  GJ, Heat and cooling pulse 

KWh, Cooling and heat output MWh 

 

11 Output pulse coefficient Setting   

12 Flow meter location Choose Flow inlet、Flow outlet  

13 
Heat meter to measure 

water temperature 
Setting 0～199.9  

14 
Cooling meter to measure 

water temperature 
Setting 0～199.9  

15 Working pressure selection Choose 0.6MP/1.6MP  

16 Inlet PT check 1 
Access standard 

resistance 1 
Automatic correction  

17 Inlet PT check 2 
Access standard 

resistance 2 
Automatic correction  

18 Outlet PT check 1 
Access standard 

resistance 1 
Automatic correction  

19 Outlet PT check 2 
Access standard 

resistance 2 
Automatic correction  

20 Thermal resistance type Choose Pt1000  Pt100  

21 Simulation mode Choose Enable/Disable  

22 Entry temperature setting Setting 0～199.9  

23 Export temperature setting Setting 0～199.9  

24 Test flow rate setting Setting 0～19.999  

25 Total heat preset Choose    

26 Total cooling capacity preset Setting   

27 Calibration mode Choose Enable/Disable  

The meter needs to set the operating parameters correctly to make the meter run in the best state and 

obtain higher measurement display accuracy and measurement output accuracy。 

7 Introduction to some parameters of instrument energy meter 

7.1 Flow parameter 

7.1.1 Instrument working mode 

The electromagnetic flowmeter heat meter has three working modes: Heat working mode, Cooling 

working mode, heat and cooling working mode. 
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Heat working mode: Only the heat is calculated, which is the default mode of the meter. ‘+’ means heat. 

Cooling working mode: Only the cooling capacity is calculated. ‘-’ means cooling capacity. 

Heat and cooling working mode: Both cold and heat tables are calculated and displayed separately. 

7.1.2 Heat flow, cold flow unit 

The meter heat display unit has: MJ/h, GJ/h, KWh/h, MWh/h. 

7.1.3 Temperature difference signal removal 

Temperature difference signal removal: When the temperature difference between the inlet and outlet is 

lower than this setting, the meter does not calculate the heat and cooling capacity. 

7.1.4 Total unit of heat and cooling capacity 

The heat meter display is an 11-digit counter, and the maximum display count value is 99999999999. 

When it is greater than this number, the total cumulative value can be seen in the menu of setting 

cumulative total.  

The unit of total cold and heat unit has: MJ,  GJ,  KWh,  MWh. 

The total amount of cold and heat equivalent is: 0.0001MJ,  0.001MJ,  0.010MJ,  0.100MJ,  1.000MJ,  

0.000 1GJ,  0.001GJ,  0.010GJ,  0.100GJ,  1.000GJ,0.0001KWh,  0.001KWh,  0.010KWh,  

0.100KWh,  1.000KWh,  0.0001 MWh,  0.001 MWh,  0.010 MWh,  0.100 MWh,  1.000 MWh. 

7.1.5 Reverse measurement prohibited 

Electromagnetic flowmeter heat meter with reverse output prohibition function，When ‘prohibited’, heat 

and cold are not calculated, no output, only flow rate is displayed；When ‘allowed’, the heat meter is 

working normally. In principle, the heat and cooling capacity should not be calculated in the reverse flow. 

All the default settings are ‘prohibited’. 

7.2 Output parameters 

7.2.1 Current output mode 

There are six ways of current output of electromagnetic flowmeter energy meter：Flow output, Heat 

output, Cooling output, Cold and heat output, Cold and hot state output, Flow direction output. 

Flow output: The current is output as a percentage of instantaneous flow, and the percentage position 

shows the percentage of flow; 

Heat output: The current is output as a percentage of instantaneous heat, and the percentage position 

shows the percentage of heat; 

Cooling output: The current is output as a percentage of instantaneous cooling, and the percentage 

position shows the percentage of cooling; 

Cold and heat output: The current is output according to the instantaneous cold or heat percentage, and 

the percentage position shows the percentage of cold or heat; Cold and hot state output: Current output 

means cooling capacity or heat, 20ma for cooling capacity and 4ma for heating capacity; 

Flow direction output: The current output means the flow is forward and reverse, 20ma in the reverse 

direction and 4 mA in the forward direction. 

7.2.2 Flow, heat and cold capacity range setting 

The meter range setting means to determine the upper limit flow value, and the lower limit flow value of 

the meter is automatically set to ‘0’. The meter range setting determines the corresponding relationship 

between meter percentage display, meter current and frequency output and flow, heat, and cooling 

capacity: 

Percentage display value of meter =（Flow rate measurement value / Meter range）* 100 %; 

Instrument current output value = （Flow rate measurement value / Meter range）* 20 mA + 4mA； 

Instrument frequency output value = （Flow rate measurement value / Meter range）* Frequency full 
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range value. 

7.2.3 Pulse output 

There are 16 ways of pulse output of electromagnetic flowmeter heat meter: Flow frequency output, Flow 

pulse Ltr, Flow pulse m³,Heat pulse MJ, Heat pulse GJ, Heat pulse KWh, Heat pulse MWh, Cooling 

pulse MWh, Cooling pulse MJ, Cooling pulse GJ, Cooling pulse KWh, Heat and cooling pulse MJ, Heat 

and cooling pulse GJ, Heat and cooling pulse KWh, Heat and cooling output MWh. 

Frequency output method: The frequency output is a continuous square wave, and the frequency value 

corresponds to the flow percentage. 

Pulse output method: The pulse output is a rectangular wave pulse train. Each pulse represents a flow 

equivalent in the pipeline. The pulse equivalent is set by the two parameters of ‘pulse output type’ and 

the following ‘output pulse coefficient’. 

The pulse output mode is mostly used for total accumulation, and is generally connected with an 

accumulating instrument； 

Cooling and heat state output: When the pulse output indicates the cold and hot state, the heat is at low 

level and the cooling capacity is at high level; 

When the pulse output indicates the cold and hot state, the heat is at low level and the cooling capacity is 

at high level; 

When the pulse output indicates the cold and hot state, the heat is low and the cooling capacity is high; 

When the pulse output indicates the cold and hot state, the heat is at low level, and the cold is at high 

level; 

When the pulse output indicates the cold and hot state, the heat is at low level and the cold is at high 

level;  

Flow direction output: When the pulse output indicates the flow direction, the forward direction is low 

level, and the reverse direction is high level. 

7.2.4 Frequency output upper limit 

The electromagnetic flowmeter heat meter frequency corresponds to the percentage output of the flow 

rate（Do not correspond to heat and cold）, Optional range 1~5000. 

Calculated as follows: 

Instrument frequency output value = （Flow rate measurement value / Flow range）* Frequency full scale 

value; 

7.2.5 Output pulse coefficient 

Impulse coefficient is impulse equivalent, The range is 0.001～59.999, The unit is the same as the unit of 

the selected pulse output type and is used to measure the pulse output. 

7.3 Flow meter location 

If the heat meter flow sensor is installed at the inlet of the heating pipe, please select ‘flow inlet’; if the 

heat meter flow sensor is installed at the outlet of the heating pipe, please select ‘flow outlet’. this 

parameter does not correspond to the actual installation, which will cause calculation errors. 

7.4 Temperature parameter 

7.4.1 Measure water temperature from heat and cooling meters 

The temperature limit for the meter to measure heat and cold. When the temperature is lower than the 

set temperature, the meter does not calculate the heat and cold. 

7.4.2 Working pressure selection 

The electromagnetic heat meter complies with the People's Republic of China's urban construction 

industry standard CJ128-2007. It has two pressures of 0.6MP and 1.6MP, which are convenient for users 
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to use. 

7.4.3 Inlet and outlet temperature zero point, temperature calibration 

The three-wire bridge connection mode of the electromagnetic heat meter Pt1000 thermal resistance 

and Pt100 thermal resistance, the specific calibration method is detailed in the appendix. 

7.4.4 Thermal resistance type 

The electromagnetic heat meter has the selection function of pt1000 thermal resistance and pt100 

thermal resistance. If the user wants to use Pt1000 thermal resistance in the temperature measurement 

part, select pt1000; if the user wants to use pt100 thermal resistance in the temperature measurement 

part, select pt100. 

7.5 Total amount setting parameters 

7.5.1 High and low flow total volume 

The total high and low settings can change the cumulative total value of the flow, which is mainly used 

for instrument maintenance and instrument replacement. The flow cumulative amount can be modified, 

generally cannot exceed the maximum value counted by the counter (99999999999）. 

7.5.2 Heat and cooling flow total volume 

The setting method is the same as the high and low positions of the total flow. Set cumulative maximum 

display 99999999999. 

8 Installation requirements 

In order to ensure the heat accuracy, usually a single-flow sensor for measuring cold and heat should be 

installed at the water inlet, as shown in Figure 1.The flow direction of the fluid is the same as the arrow on the 

energy meter. 

 

Figure 1 

The energy meter must work under the condition of full pipe, and the flowmeter cannot work normally when 

the pipe is not full or empty. 

The correct installation method of the energy meter should ensure that the pipe is filled with liquid and should 

not be installed high on the pipe, as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 

 

In order to ensure the upstream piping conditions required for high accuracy measurement of the energy 

meter, the piping installation as shown in the figure below is recommended. 

When there are valves at the front and rear of the flowmeter, the front and rear straight pipe must meet the 

front 5D and rear 2D installation methods at least, and the valve must be fully open, as shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 

When energy meter is installed at the back end of T-tube, the flowmeter and T-tube shall have a minimum of 

5D straight pipe segments, as shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 

When energy meter is installed at the back end of 90°elbow pipe, at least 5D straight pipe are needed 

between the flowmeter and the tail end of the elbow, as shown in Figure 5 

 

Figure 5 

When energy meter is installed at the back end of the expanded diameter pipe, the flowmeter and the 

back end of the expanded diameter pipe need to ensure a minimum of 10D straight pipe, as shown in 

Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6 
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When the energy meter is installed at the back end of the valve and the valve is not fully open, the 

flowmeter and the back end of the valve need to ensure a straight pipe section of at least 10D, as shown 

in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7 

 

The energy meter should use the principle of radio frequency, strong magnetic field, strong vibration and 

other interference sources as much as possible, such as pumps and other equipment, to avoid their 

interference on the measurement, as shown in Figure 8. 

 

 

Figure 8 

 

In order to ensure the upstream piping conditions required for high accuracy measurement of the 

flowmeter, the piping installation as shown in the figure below is recommended. 

When there are valves at the front and rear of the flowmeter, the front and rear straight pipe must meet 

the front 5D and rear 2D installation methods at least, and the valve must be fully open, as shown in 

Figure 9. 

 

 

Figure 9 
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9 Modbus RTU communication 

Modbus RTU register address definition of electromagnetic flowmeter energy meter 

Protocol 

address 

Decimal 

（Decimal） 

9 Protocol 

address 

Hexadecimal 

（HEX） 

Data Format Register definition 

4112 0x1010 Float Inverse Instantaneous flow floating point representation 

4114 0x1012 Float Inverse 
Floating point representation of instantaneous flow rate

（m/s） 

4116 0x1014 Float Inverse Reserve 

4118 0x1016 Float Inverse Floating point representation of fluid resistance 

4120 0x1018 Long Inverse Integer part of flow cumulative value 

4122 0x101A Float Inverse Decimal part of flow cumulative value 

4124 0x101C Unsigned short 
Instantaneous cooling capacity unit 

0：MJ/h;    1：GJ/h  2：KWh/h;   3:  MWh/h 

4125 0x101D Unsigned short 
Total refrigeration unit 

0：MJ；  1：GJ   2：KWh； 3：MWh 

4126 

 

0x101E 

 

Unsigned short 

 

Instantaneous flow unit 

0: l/s； 1：l/m   2：l/h；3：m³/s  4: m³/m；5：m³/h 

4128 0x1020 Unsigned short 
Instantaneous heat unit 

0：MJ/h;  1：GJ/h  2：KWh/h;  3: MWh/h 

4129 0x1021 Unsigned short 
Flow cumulative total unit 

0: L；  1: m³；2: GAL； 3: GAL；4:kg；    5:T； 

4130 0x1022 Unsigned short 
Pressure range 

0：0.6MPa1：1.6MPa 

4131 0x1023 Unsigned short 
Total heat unit 

0：MJ；1：GJ   2：KWh;  3:MWh 

4132 0x1024 Unsigned short Empty Pipe alarm  0：Normal；1：Alarm 

4133 0x1025 Unsigned short System alarm   0：Normal；1：Alarm 

4134 0x1026 Float Inverse Instantaneous heat flow 

4136 0x1028 Long Inverse Total accumulated heat value 

4138 0x102A Float Inverse Decimal value of total calorie accumulation 

4140 0x102C Unsigned short Input temperature (℃) 

4141 0x102D Unsigned short output temperature (℃) 

4142 0x102E Long Inverse Total cumulative value of cooling capacity 

4144 0x1030 Float Inverse Total cumulative cooling capacity decimal value 

4146 0x1032 Float Inverse Instantaneous cooling capacity 

 

Communication connection RS485 or RS232, Baud rate range 600-9600, communication parameter: 

Baud rate, N, 8, 1. 

Instrument terminal T+（A）, T-（B）and COM. 

Communication protocol conforms to MODBUS RTU protocol. In instruction table register number is 

register address. 

Composition of communication information: Address code - Function code - Data segment - CRC, A 

message is sent and received continuously, and the character interval cannot be greater than one 

character, otherwise it is regarded as the beginning of a new message or the end of the previous 

message. The message body consists of hexadecimal numbers. 
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Data definition: The cumulative amount is a 16-byte hexadecimal fixed point number, and the 

instantaneous amount (including flow, velocity, etc.) is a 4-byte IEEE 754 single-precision floating 

point number. 

Communication command: Function code 03（or 04）- reading display data 

Table 12 

Send Receive 

01 Address 01 Address 

03 Function code 03 Function code 

00 Register address high 04 Byte numbers 

00 Register address low (display address) 80 Data 1 

00 Register numbers high 04 Data 2 

02 Register numbers low 80 Data 3 

CRCH CRC Check code is high 80 Data 4 

CRCL CRC Check code is low CRCH CRC Check code is high 

  CRCL CRC Check code is low 

 

For a multi-byte number transmission, use the BIG-ENDIAN format, that is, use the format with  

high-weight bytes first and low-weight bytes after transmission. For example, a four-byte number  

ABCDEF12H, the transfer order is: D0= ABH, D1=CDH, D2=EFH, D3=12H。 

For a two-byte number such as 12ABH, then D0=12H, D1=ABH。 

For floating-point numbers, the format is IEEE 754 single-precision, and the transmission order is 

the high byte first and then the low byte. The high byte is the byte where the sign bit and exponent 

bit in the floating-point number are located, and the low byte is the byte where the mantissa is 

located. 

Above D0, D1, D2, and D3 respectively correspond to D0, D1, D2, and D3 in the transmission data 

sequence described later. 

The cumulative value is composed of two parts, the integer part and the fractional part. The integer 

part and the fractional part are read out according to the specified address. The fractional part is a 

single-precision floating-point number, and the total cumulative value is obtained by adding the 

integer part. The integer part is a binary number, set as X, and the fractional part is Z, then there is 

the accumulated value SUM:  

SUM = X + Z 

For example: the integer part data is 1234AB67H (hexadecimal number), the fractional part is 0.567f, 

then 1234AB67H = 305,441,639 (decimal) For the cumulative value result SUM, there are:  

SUM = 1234AB67H + 0.567f = 305441639.567  

Calculation of temperature: The inlet and outlet temperature value data read from the specified 

register needs to be divided by 10 to get the actual temperature value, the unit is Celsius, if the read 

value is hexadecimal number ABH, the corresponding decimal number is 171, then the actual 

temperature value is 17.1 °C 
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Appendix:  IEEE 754 Single -Precision Format 

The length of the single-precision floating-point number defined by the IEEE 754 standard is 32 bits, 

and can be divided into: sign bit, order code bit and mantissa bit according to the bit field, as follows:     

                       

31--------------------------------22--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------0 

    |                        |                                                          | 

X X X X    X X X X    X X X X    X X X X    X X X X    X X X X    X X X X    X X X X 

    | |-------------------------------| |-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Sign     Code level                               Mantissa 

The sign bit is 0 for positive numbers, and 1 for negative numbers. 

Code level is 8. It should be noted that the exponent n of 2n cannot be directly treated as an order 

code, it needs to be added to 127 (7FH) to get the order code representation of 2n. 

The bit field length of the mantissa is 23 bits in the figure, but it is actually24 bits. This bit is ‘invisible’ 

and its value is fixed at 1, which means that the effective digits of floating-point numbers defined by the 

IEEE 754 standard are decimals between 1 and 2. 

In the process of data transmission, data is transmitted in the order from left (high byte) to right (low 

byte) as described above. 

 

10  Responsibility 

Within one year from the delivery date, we shall repair or replace the instrument with any quality fault 

caused by material parts or our manufacturing technique free of charge. For non-quality malfunction 

during user’s operation, we are in charge of repair.  But the material cost and the shuttle transportation 

fees should be borne by users. 
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